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THE COMPLETE ROPE -WALKER
Jay Jorden
At the risk of starting a lengthy argument, it can be said that rope-walking
provides the cat's meow of vertical caving
technique. The system, which utilizes
three ascenders, is versatile since the
caver can use it to climb a rope with
both legs in a natural, stairstep fashion
like climbing a ladder. The cave r can
modif y his or her steps to use it, at any
time , like a Texas prussik, by using only
one leg to climb, or like an inch-worm
syst em, by using both le gs at the same
time to climb the rope in a po go-stick
fashion. The system, then, can be adapted
to the problems of a particular climb, the
physi cal demands of the caver, and
char ac teristics of the equipment used as
comp o nents. The s ys t em is also safe,
becaus e of its multiple contacts with the
rope which can even include a fail-safe
devi ce , as will be discussed. And the
syst em is basically uncomplicated, for it
requires no special modifications to
ascend e rs, and within certain limits, can
use a combination of both Jumars and Gihbs,
alon g with other ascenders such as the
Petzl and PMI.
For these reasons, the rope-walker was.
attractive to this a uth o r when first initiated into cav in g as a speleo-novice with
The University of Texas Gro tto in 1971.
In the parade of vertical systems used by
cavers, the rope-walker differentiated
itself from the Mitchell, chest box,
three-knot and other co nfi gurations. Althou gh the author's present system could
use sli g ht modifications, the basic idea
is still the same and is gove rned b y the
followin g corollary of Murph y 's Law: If
it isn't broken, don't fix it.
The system used consists of two Gibbs and
a Jumar, with the Jumar a ttached to a
chest harness and the Gibbs placed on the
right foot and left knee. Placement of
the knee Gibbs is critical to proper
functioning of the system, as will be
seen. Too little distance between th e
Gibbs and the left foot can take the
stride out of the rope-walk, while too
much can lessen the Gibbs' "bite" on the
rope and result in sloppy movement.
Of course, the system's foundation - its
chest harness and seat sling - is the
first to consider in assembling the rig.
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The author's own preference for a chest
harness is the one-piece, non-sewn vers i on
for climbers, as discussed in Royal Robbins'
BASIC AND ADVANCED ROCKCRAFT, simply
because it is easily adjusted a nd fool proof. We gravitated to that harness af t er
using a sewn ches t har ness for many y ears a harness we simply o ut grew but could not
easily modif y without constructing ano th er
o ne. Both types will be discussed.
The continuous sling harness (Fig. 1) i s
made by passing an eight- or nine-foot
length of one-inch tubular webbing through
the eye over th e cam and safety ga t e three
times, then tying it to ge ther with a
fisherman's knot or double figure-ei ght
knot. Do not use a double Carrick bend as

th ese have proven deadly in conjunction
with the slipper y webbing. Pass one loop
of the webbing completely over your head
and shoulders until it is around y our
chest. Take th e second loop and pass it
over yo ur head, then put you r left arm
through it. Finally, put the last lo op
over your head and place your right arm
through it. It may take some adjustm en t

use, but can be bulky and cumbersome
because of the additional stitched pieci
The followin g are some factors to cons L
in choosing yours.
Although the author has found the Bittinger sling to be eminently comfortabl,
it and other seat slings constructed fD
one continuous loop of webbing must be
sewn together, normally in two places tl
make them fail-safe. That is, a failur e
of one leg loop or waist loop should s t
leave the remainder of the sling inta ct
It is als o possible, in the case of a
continuous loop sling, to use a separat
waist loop that could give independent
support as a backup system in the even t
of a failure.
With this in mind, the Bittinger sling
(Fig. 4) is constructed by passing twoinch webbing three to four meters long
through two Army D-rings, then taking ~
individual loose end and passing them
through the D-rings again behind the

to get a proper fit with the sling, but it
has been described as a safer rig to use
than the sewn version, with a breaking
strength of about 3900 pounds.
The sewn version (Fig. 2) normally
utilizes 2-inch army or seat belt webbing.
Sewn gear is not necessarily suspect, if
sewn correctly. Good stitching creates a
bond stronger than the webbing itself.
Using the Harmon Jones stitching technique, (Fig. 3) this type of strength can
be ensured, with the additional feature
of indicator stitches that rip out when
60 to 80 percent of the ultimate strength
of the bond has been experienced.

Heavy fishing line is a good sewing
material, although it is probably overkill. Number 24 polyester thread can be
used ' with a home sewing machine to
achieve the same result. But sew in
multiple rows of parallel stitches as
illustrated, at a density of eight to
twelve stitches per inch. On tests using
one-inch tubular webbing connected in this
fashion, the webbing broke first - at
about 4000 pounds. Two other pointers:
melt the webbing ends and don't sew past
them.
In both chest harnesses, a proper fit is
absolutely necessary. The harness must
fit snugly but not chafe or bind. The fit
must be tight enough to hold the Jumar or
other ascender close to the chest for
efficient operation of the system. Don't
expect the harness to fit any better rigged
into the rope than it does at rest. A
climb out of a 600 foot pit can be mighty
uncomfortable when the harness is rubbing
in the wrong places.
The same caveat goes for the seat harness.
It must meet all the comfort requirements
enumerated above and more. The author's
preferences for seat slings that meet the
requirements are the Bittinger sling and
a modification of the diaper sling. Of
course, in the intervening years since
both of these were introduced, a wide
variety of sewn seat slings has become
available, sold by mountaineering and
caving supply outlets. Many are safe to
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first pass. The ends are then connect ~
with a surplus harness buckle. Slip eac
leg through the loops created, and pul l
the longer length up to the waist over
the butt. The leg loops can be adjust ~
for comfort and sewn as necessary, or
used in conjunction with another waist
loop as a safety. It would not be a cOO
fortable backup, but is preferable o v~
a freefall. A variation on the conti n~
sling (Fig. 6) simply uses two loops ~
the same leng th of webbing. Bend one 1e
and force it through the first D-ring,
then do the same with another loop and
ring. One f ea ture of this sling is t hat
takes stress off the legs in compari s~
with the Bittinger,since the loops are
more or less inflexible.
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The figure-eight is a strange rig, while
the Gibbs must be sewn, ye t is constructed
from one pie ce of webbing.
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The diaper sling or Swami belt (Fig. 5)
is a forerunner of many other seat harnesses, but has been discarded by many
because of its tendency to bind. It is,
however, easily constructed and can be
quickly worn. The three bights of the
webbing loop can be clipped into a carabiner, or three D-rin g s f:A.n he Ptlt on the
webbing length and then clipped in at the
front. Incidentally, some prefer to
stitch down the ends of the webbing
protruding out of th e harness buckle. And
again, the Swami belt is not fail-safe,
so must be used along with a waist loop
or split into two l eng ths, each with Drings on the ends. Each length would then
have to fail independently of each other.
(Fig. 7)
The carabiner used to clip the D-rings
in front in all the above harnesses is
also used to attach rappelling and
ascending gear, as will be shown. One
main disadvantage of the continuous loop
slings is that they pass completely around
the legs, and so could limit circulation
during a long rappell, with the exception
of the Swami belt. Its problems have already
been enumerated. Using the wide webbing helps
reduce discomfort, and some of the manufactured seat harnesses, such as the Whillans,
are claimed to allevia te this difficul ty. The
disadvantage of the manufac tured variety
continues to be price and bulkiness.
There are other seat harnesses which can
be constructed, but which are beyond the
Scope of this article, such as the figureeight and the Gibbs harness. (Fig. 8-9)

In any case, it is wise to run the main
climbing rope through a ca rabiner attached
to a given harness as a safety. After
selecting the optimum combination of
harnesses, it is time to begin putting
the system together. The chest harness
and seat slings are used in conjunction
with each other to support the torso of
the body, while attachments to t~.;ro
ascenders are c lipped to the legs. The
system has been described as very efficient, but requiring care and extra effort
when crossing knots. For the right foot,
a foot stirrup must be constructed of
two-inch webbing, to which a one-inch
tubular webbing length connected to the
Gibbs is then sewn. (Fig. 10) The foot

,tv
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Gibbs is attached by sewing it onto a band
of two-inch webbing, which is either
hooked together with a strong buckle to
make it adjustable to different sizes of
boots or sewn together. The Gibbs must
be sewn closely to the foot loop, allowing
little play between the one-inch webbing
and the larger band. Otherwise, the Gibbs
is not allowed to properly operate,
because the cam will not move correctly.
A chicken loop is also sewn onto the
larger loop and a buckle attached to one
end. In this way, if the caver were to
lose consciousness and flip over backwards on the rope, he or she would still
be held into the stirrup. The knee Jumar
(Fig. 11) is, as the name implies, attached

that there will be enough room in whid
to fit the boot after the job is done.
Stitching closely tends to stiffen up t
webbing making it harder to force in a
pair of muddy boots. In the knee Jumar,
optional knee band can be run through t
eye of the Jumar around the leg, but it
used only to help raise the Jumar up th
rope when stepping - not for support. A
it happens, the knee strap can be the m
troublesome part of the whole climbing
rig, since it is difficult to get a
comfortable fit and good workability.
Attach the knee strap, if it is used, b
the Jumar in some permanent way or fac e
the prospect of occasionally losing it
down a pit.
In the unmodified form of the rope-wall
it is not necessary to have a knee str~
because the eye of the Jumar is at tache:
via a shock cord to a strap that runs
from the seat sling over the shoulder t
an attachment in the back of the seat
sling. This is called the "floating cam"
arrangement, and was developed in the U
S. by Kirk MacGregor from an early s yst
which used a Gibbs. The cord was a fi vE
seven millimeter shock cord. The trend
thought is that it is easier to use a
Jumar for the knee cam because it can b
suspended by two cords, whereas a Gibbs
cannot. But by the same token, the Gibb
provides less rope drag and therefor e
might be preferable. Also, attaching a
Gibbs by a rope higher up can interf er
with its cam.
Surgical rubber tubing has also been
to suspend the knee cam, but it is not
durable. It is possible to attach two
cords to a Gibbs at a point other than
the cam. Several methods have been explored, including tying a cord around
cam shaft but not through the eye so tl
the leverage conflict is less pronounced,
also running the Gibbs pin through a rol
plate which has been attached to a r opl
leading to the shoulder strap or the
seat sling. It is said that using a f~
ing Gibbs can result in more wear on ti
ascender because the leg has to exert D
force to succeed in proper camming. Thi
point could be argued.
The author has never been an ardent to
of the floating Gibbs, because it has t
seen too many times that cavers in midclimb find their shock cord has been t(
asunder or some other calamity. But if
these problems could be overcome, the
system is fast, and efficient.
The final ascender in the system i s fil.'

to the body at knee level. It is anchored
to a foot loop and suspended straight up
and down by means of a sling out of the
top eye to either the seat sling or, in
the case of the unmodified rope-walker,
to the top Gibbs on the shoulder sling.
The foot loop, again, is safetied by a
chicken loop. Authors advise placing a
safety cord or sling from the top of the
Jumar to the seat sling, whichever method
is used. In both the foot Gibbs and the
knee Jumar, it is quite easy to sew the
tubular webbing onto the two-inch webbing,
although care must be taken to ensure
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The unmodified Rope-Walker, as apparently
envisioned, uses a shoulder Gibbs attached
by a strap that loops from the front of the
seat sling to the back, as mentioned earlier. (Fig. 13) It requires some getting
used to, since a caver does not have that
snug, secure feeling all of the time during
a climb; the strap flops around from time
to time, and in fact can be ducked out of
when climbing over a lip. This feature
provides an advantage, in that it can
effectively convert the entire system
into a Texas prussik, in which the torso
is totally suspended by a seat sling and
the sit-stand method of climbing is used.
This could be useful in some cases.
The back of the strap has a buckle for
tightening. The point of Gibbs placement
also serves as a convenient point for
attaching shock cord leading to the
floating cam, although some prefer to use
the seat sling instead.
Some recommend that the Gibbs harness,
mentioned earlier, be used with the
shoulder Gibbs because it provides a
firmer point of attachment for the strap.
One problem with the shoulder Gibbs is
that the rope encounters friction on the
top of its housing, and the caver must

'L~
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ed on the upper torso. The modified method
is shown in Fig. 12. TheJumarisused, and
the chest harness holds it snugly to the
chest, keeping the body upright for a
better climbing stance and quicker movement
of the rope through the cam. The Jumar can
be suspended by a carabiner from the top
eye - the same carabiner that closes the
front of the sewn chest harness - and by
a sling from the bottom to the seat harness. The Jumar must be tightly suspended
between chest and seat, so much so that it
is only just possible to stand up straight not enough to cause injury, though. It'~
preferable to use slings to attach the
Jumar rather than carabiners because
aluminum tends to wear on aluminum. But
some folks want to give their Jumars that
climbed-on look.
A reminder for those using the Jumar
method: the Jumar is positioned closely
to the face and the area where the hands
are normally resting, and care should be
taken to avoid introducing parts of these
objects into the cam. Jumars love long hair,
and many a caver has had to whittle his or
her way out of them. Also, the chest Jumar
method sometimes encounters difficulty on
climbing out of drops over sharp ledges.
The Jumar tends to want to bog the caver
down and/or grab into parts of the rope
pad on the way out. A solution is to use
both hands in pushing oneself away from the
rock while climbing out, or by attaching
another Jumar above the chest ascender with
a sling. The extra Jumar is tied to the
sea.t sling with the long cord. It is used
to take the stress off the chest ascender,
and in that way a hard climb can be negotiated.

also force himself or herself to stand
perfectly straight while climbing. The
first difficulty can be solved by cutting
into the Gibbs and installing a small
pulley at the top of the housing. This
reduces friction there but could also
arguably reduce the housing strength. The
housing provides the main strength of a
Gibbs.
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To climb by this method, the caver stands
as straight as possible to move the top
Gibbs up the rope as far as it can reach. The
left leg is raised as far as possible to
get the maximum "bite" out of the rope.
The right foot is then raised until it
comes in contact with the knee Jumar. The
caver uses his or her arms for balance and
to push away from the walls of a pit or
aid in negotiating a lip.
The rope-walker is versatile because it
can be used on long free drops where no
walls are encountered - even to the point
of imitating the French "frog" system or
the inch-worm if necessary - and also in
hairy, sloping climbs where the wall must

be negotiated in some fashion. In these
situations, the rope-walker performs
admirably because one can walk over
breakdown and step onto ledges, then st;
step off of them because both legs work
dependently and the boots are unobstrut
unlike the inch-worm.
Some authors criticize the rope-walker
because of its difficulty in negotiatin,
a knot, increased bulkiness in terms of
gear and poor performance on short pite:
But on the whole, this writer would rat;
face a 50 foot climb on a rope-walker t:
on Texas prussik or a frog configurat~
The system is a natural one in that it
imitates the human response off the ro ~
Happy sewing and climbing!

Comins
Atftsctions
This is the second part of a now thr ~
part TEXAS CAVER devoted to vertical e,
ing. The material that I gathered turru
out to be entirely too many pages to be
published in one or two issues. This ~
and the next issue are devoted mostly
the actual techniques used by the ver t
caver, and the following is a sample 0:
what to expect in the next issue:
-

A FEW WORDS ABOUT THE INCHWORM
MODIFIED MITCHELL SYSTEM
THE GALVESTON VERTICAL RIG
KNOT THE BEST WAY--OR IS IT?
CABLE LADDERS
The usual Trip Reports, Grotto News ,
TSA News, etc.

If you are one of the fine Texas ver t
cavers, and you want to contribute to l
next issue, there is still time for ym
send in an article for part three. A Vi
good addition to the issue would be so:
little 'tochnique' or safety feature t'
you have used in your caving that wouli
be of help to other cavers. Don't forgi
that all the novice cavers look up to :
fellows for the right way to safely ~
vertical caving. This is the ideal timi
put you own ideas out for others to US!
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THE THIRD JUMAR
George Veni
One of the most commonly overlooked methods
to enhance vertical safety and in making
short work of some difficult situations is
the use of the third Jumar.
The concept and use of the third Jumar is
relatively simple, as is its preparation.
All you need is a Jumar and about five feet
of strong cord or webbing. Tie the cord to
the Jumar, then place two loops in it, one
at the end opposite the Jumar, then a
large loop about six inches from the end.
I have found the ideal length for myself
to be where the end loop is attached to my
seat harness and the Jumar reaches just over
my head. The large middle loop should attach
to the chest harness or shoulder strap
without restricting movement. Adjustment of
loops is correct when you pull upward on
, the Jumar and you have a comfortable
, distribution of weight between seat and
, chest. Ideally, the seat should hold the
,most weight. The best way to do these
: adjustments is by clipping the Jumar onto
:a rope and sitting on it. All the above
: length, sizes and spacings will vary
:between people and their types of rigs.
Experiment!
"Enough of this," you say. "What's the
third Jumar for? How do you use it?" Imagine
yourself rappelling down a deep pit . You
are the first to descend so you have no
belay from below. Suddenly, a rock falls on
your head and knocks you out, or something
startles you so that the result is you let
go of the rope and you descend uncontrollably. This is where the third Jumar comes
in. When rappelling, your one hand presses the
rope on your hip for the friction that controls the speed of descent. Your other hand,
however, holds softly to the rope for
balance, above the rappel device. Now,
instead of holding the rope, this upper
hand holds a Jumar connected to your seat
sling. One finger holds the cam open so it
will freely slide down the rope. Caution:
releasing the cam can hang you temporarily
on the rope. I have found it wise to hold
the Jumar as low as possible on the rope,
which is to have it resting on your rappel
device. This way, if you release the cam

accidentally, you can easily remove it.
But if the Jumar cord is pulled its full
length and most or all of your weight is
on it instead of the rappell device, it
can be a hassle to unclip it and continue
your rappel. In times of danger, be it the
result of injury or accident, your finger
will release the cam and stop your fall .
Now let's suppose that as a novice, you
didn't tie your slings on well, or as a
veteran, your stitching has finally worn
through. Without a seat harness, the
third Jumar won't do you much good. But
what else is in your pack? We all know
that 'what goes down, must come up'. To
ascend, you use a chest harness; so why
not wear it on descent and attach the
third Jumar's middle loop onto it as well?
Now you are doubly secure.
Speaking of ascending, as we were, the
third Jumar also has many uses. Depending
on the system you are using, you already
have two or three contacts to the rope.
Leaving the third Jumar attached to your
seat harness and clipping the free hanging
Jumar onto a belt loop, you have an extra
ascender ready for action. Sometimes the
Jumar serves a passive role and just sits
there for extra safety. Other times it will
increase your ease and versatility . Examples of using the third Jumar are when:
doing knots, changing ropes, traversing,
hauling gear, climbing over difficult
ledges, an extra ascender in case of
ascender or ascender cord failure. Again,
as with fitting, experiment with different
situations, preferably someplace safe like
a tree, and learn the many uses of the
third Jumar.
The third Jumar does not actually have to
be a Jumar. Any ascending device will do Gibbs, Clogs, CMI, Petzels, etc. - but the
Jumar is generally preferred for its
qualities of rapid and easy placement on
the rope. Whatever you use, the third Jumar
addition to your system will make your
caving days happier and safer.
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FIGURE EIGHT DESCENDERS -Shop Wisely
Peter S. Sprouse
The figure eight is a safe and easy to use
descender for drops up to 80 meters. It is
lightweight and compact, making it an ideal
replacement for the rappel rack when no long
drops are to be encountered. It provides
sufficient friction when tethering a duffle
of gear below the seat sling (a bit fast,
maybe, on a new rope).
Since there are ten or more different
models of figure eights currently being
produced, the choice can be perplexing. But
despite their similarity, there are several
major differences to be considered.
Figure eights come in two basic forms coated and uncoated aluminum. There are also
two basic sizes - large and small. The
larger units are about 16cm as opposed to
the smaller which average 13cm long. The
larger descenders are more massive in the
main eye and neck, where wear occurs,
which means a longer lifespan. Large eights
usually cost several dollars more than the
small ones also.
Some of these descenders, including the
CMI and SMC models, have a hard black coating on them to retard wear. While the
coating is intact, the rope doesn't wear
grooves in the descender. The life of this
coating is shortened when used on dirty
ropes. Once the coating is breached, it
creates a sharp edge on the sides of the
developing groove in the aluminum body.
These sharp edges cause rapid wear on the
rope surface. A descender in this condition
will abrade off a large ball of nylon fur
on drops as short as 20 meters. This does
not occur with uncoated descenders, since
bare aluminum wears smoothly. At least one
large size uncoated figure eight is
available made by Clogwyn. Wear rates on
this uncoated eight do not seem to be
excessive, due to its greater thickness.

Figure eight

Some descenders, such as the Russ Ander
large eight, have an anodized coating ~
them. The orange colored anodization on
Anderson is thin and comparatively soft,
and does not cause any sharp edges when
worn.
On rare occasions, figure eights have b
known to "lock-off" accidently, jamming
such that the rope will not slide throug
A lock-off position occurs when the ro~
normally wrapped at the neck and base of
the main eye, slips up to the top of t~
eye. Since slack must be created before
this happens, accidental lock-offs ar e
liable to occur on unusual maneuvers onl
such as when working on a ledge. In sucn
a case a lock-off would be no problem,
because it would be an easy matter to
recreate the slack to slide the rope bM
into its normal position. But in certaiD
situations it could be trouble, like af t
penduluming free off a ledge, or in a *
fall. (Editor's comment: A lock-off in i
dangerous situation is even the more r~
to rappell with your climbing rig on. Th
would enable you to remove tension from
rope and reposition the rope.)
Several models are available with 'ears
on the main eye, which serve to prevent
the rope from sliding up into an accid m
lock-off. The rope can be manually
maneuvered into the lock position when
desired, which is handy as a safety whm
working on ledges or at the top of dropf
Russ Anderson currently offers two model
of eared figure eights (one with the adi
tion of a belay slot for rockclimbing ).
Any descender that has been dropped a l
way could develop internal cracks. Cast
units are probably more susceptible t a l
than those milled out of plate aluminum.

Figure eight
with ears

normal rope
position
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THE ROLLER
Ron Simmons
When I first started vertical caving I
built the standard Ropewalker Climbing
system using three Gibbs, one of which was
a shoulder Gibbs. The more I used the
system the more I became dissatisfied with
it. Using the shoulder Gibbs put me offbalance, twisting my body to one side and
was uncomfortable. I tried many adjustments
but was never satisfied with the system as
it was. Finally a planned trip to Mexico
spurred me to come up with something more
comfortable.
A friend, Ward Foeller, who was also
dissatisfied with the shoulder Gibbs, and
I decided some sort of chest roller was
the answer. There were some chest rollers
in use, the Bluewater Box and the Gosset
Box. These were intended for use in a
Mitchell climbing system, so they had a
two channel roller. For a Ropewalker type
system where only a single c hanne l roller
was needed, these boxes were overly heavy
and bulky. The other existing alternative
was to hang a pulley from a carabiner which.
was attached to a chest harness. This would
work but let the climber hang too far from
the rope resulting in less efficient climbing and also was not real comfortable.
What Ward and I came up with was the first
version of the Simmons Roller. It was a
Gibbs shell cut dm.m with slots cut in the
bottom for mounting with webbing to a chest
harness. There was a teflon roller that
was held in by a quick release pin. This
roller proved to be just what we were looking for. The only problem with this chest
roller was that the roller was not attached
and could be easily lost.
After using the first version of the
chest roller for several years the loose
roller began to bother me enough so that I
developed the present model of the Simmons
Roller (Fig. 1). It has a pressed aluminum
shell that is still mounted to a chest
harness with double thickness of one inch
webbing run through slots in the shell. The
roller changed from tef Ion to nylon and is
~ounted on the quick release pin which is
attached to the shell. So there are no
loose parts to drop when the roller is
removed from the rope.

The new ascending system which I refer to
here as the Modified Ropewalker consisted
of the following: It used a foot Gibbs,
floating knee Gibbs, a Simmons Roller on
the chest and a Safety Gibbs which rode on
top of the chest roller and was tethered
to the seat harness. The system worked much
like the Standard Ropewalker but was a lot
more comfortable. The climber's weight was
centered on the rope so that the back was
not twisted. I first used this Modified
Ropewalker mainly on long, free drops where
it proved to be an excellent ascending
system. The chest roller holds the climber's
body very close to the rope in a near
vertical position. One can climb just like
walking up steps. Because the climber is
in a near vertical position the hands are
not needed for climbing. The legs do all
the work and the arms can be used for
ne gotiating ledges, pit lips, etc.

Fig. 1

Over the last four years I have used this
Modified Ropewalker system in many types
of situations. Although originally intended for long, free drops, it has proved to
be a good general ascending system for
all types of drops. In climbing, the safety
ascender rides on top of the chest roller.
If anything should happen to the chest
roller or the chest harness it would prevent
the climber from flipping upside down. Also,
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when the climber wants to rest he just
pushes the safety Gibbs up and sits in a
reclined position with his weight distributed between the safety, knee and foot Gibbs.
When the drop is not free the Modified
Ropewalker is still very effective. For
drops inclined from vertical by up to 20
degrees the chest roller is left attached
to the rope. If the wall is smooth, no
problem; otherwise, the hands are used to
avoid ledges, etc. on the wall as one
climbs. When the drop is inclined more
than 20 degrees from vertical the chest
roller is removed from the rope. The climber holds the safety ascender in one hand,
leans back and walks up the wall pushing
the ascender up the rope as he goes. On
drops like this there is a danger in using
a Gibbs since it will slide back down
the rope when not loaded. So I would recommend using one of the positive locking
ascenders such as Jumar, Petzl, CMI, etc.
I have used the above system for a number
of years now and still use it on long, free
drops, but over the last year or so I have
modified the system to be more versatile.
While the Modified Ropewalker using two
Gibbs, one Jumar and Simmons Roller is
very good on all types of drops, I wanted
something just a bit better. On my last
trip to the Huautla Cave System in Mexico,
I introduced another caver, Tommy Shifflett,
to my chest roller. He liked the Modified
Ropewalker rig but felt as I did that the
system was not versatile enough for use in
a multi-drop cave where drops range from
10 to 100 meters deep and run the range
from free to inclined from vertical by 45
degrees. During that expedition we came up
with what proved to be an excellent system
for mUlti-drop caves where you never know
what is coming up next. I c~ll this new
system the Expedition Ropewalker.
The Expedition Ropewalker system that I
now use in multi-drop caves (Fig. 2) is
the following: The foot Gibbs is retained
just like in the Standard Ropewalker. For
the knee ascender, I switched to a Petzl
Jammer ascender. This is attached to my
foot by one inch webbing and to my seat
harness by five millimeter perlon. I also
have a detachable ~ inch shock cord that
runs up and over my shoulder and attaches
to the seat harness in the back. The shock
cord is encased in one inch tubular webbing. So the Petzl will operate in a fully
floating mode. I use the Petzl Jammer out
of personal preference, but most other
posi tive locking, open sided ascenders will
work. The Jammer appeals to me because it

is small, lightweight, and fits in the I
of my hand nicely when it is necessary I
raise the ascender by hand. I use a Sim

Fig. 2

Roller on the chest. Above the roller ridl
a Jumar tethered to my seat. The Jumar
will ride up the rope on top of the ro l
when positioned correctly.
In operation the Expedition Ropewalker
be used as a whole or in part for any type
drop. On a free drop the system operate
like the Modified Ropewalker. On slantei
wall drops, the system works the same a
before. The top safety Jumar makes slan:
drops easy where the roller is not used,
It is on the short nuisance drops that thi:
expedition system is much better than t'
Modified Ropewalker system. On these
nuisance drops, I only use the top Juma
and the knee Petzl as a Texas ascending
system. The shock cord can be left att,
to the Petzl while climbing with no proble
By using open sided, positive locking
ascenders I can get on and off rope ias
which is handy if there happens to be e
waterfall on the drop. So I believe tW
Expeditiort Ropewalker ascending system
be an excellent system where maximum
versatility is wanted with minimum gear
EDITOR'S COMMENT: The Simmons Roller is
available from Custom Cave Gear: c/o Rc
Simmons: 2414-4 Barracks Road: Charlot!
ville, VA 22901. Price as of Nov. 1, If
$20 plus $1.25 shipping.
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MINUTES TSA BOG
January 30,1983
Meeting called to order by Jerry Atkinson,
TSA, Jon Cradit, Vice-President,
and Jocie Hooper, Sec./Treas.
1. 'Correction to Minutes of BOG held at
Old Timers, Sept. 1982: The TSS is not an
' .elected committee. James Reddell is the
Editor, and Bill Elliott is the Assistant Editor of the TSS.
2. , The minutes of the Sept. 1982 BOG were
read, seconded and passed unanimously.
3. FINANCIAL REPORT: The TSA has $1 , 104.87
in the bank. We collected $220 at the
current BOG, of which part will be
sent to the TEXAS CAVER for subscriptions.
4. COMMITTEE REPORTS:
A. Report from John Spence, Publications
Committee Chairman:
1. Problems with the TEXAS CAVER
not being closely tied to the TSA
and its activities. Non-participation of TSA members in the TC.
2. Other puhlications are selling
well. Only 20 copies of Texas
Cave Humor are left and a few
copies of Introduction ~ Texas·
Caves are left.
B. Report from Jerry Atkinson, Safety
and Rescue Techniques Chairman:
1. This weekend's TSA was devoted to
a training session in vertical
rescue techniques, led by Terry
Jones EMT.
2. The Cave Rescue call list has
been updated and sent to Kreidler.
Important that trained people be
starred on call list, as well as
those who have rescue equipment
such as Terry Jones and Randy
Waters.
3. In Sept., the NSS will have a
week-long rescue seminar, possibly
at Carlsbad. Contact Jocie Hooper
for info. (RR 3 Box 149-S, Leander
78641)
4. The first weekend every October
there is an EMS rescue "get-together" at Garner State Park.
Anyone can come out to watch.
Contact Terry Jones for info.
(16240 San Pedro Box 257, San
Antonio, 78232) Any group can
Pr~sident

enter as a team with six members
with vertical expertise and one
first aid person. $15 entry fee
for teams.
5. ANNOUNCEMENTS:
A. James Reddell has made arrangements
with the Texas Memorial Museum to
publish the Texas Speleological Survey as a regular Museum series. This
is a great financial boon for the
TSS, and we will be able to use
photos. The TSS will no longer
publish cave owner names, and as in
the past, no exact locations will be
published. The next issue includes
Llano, Blanco and Gillespie Cos. TSS
needs some surveying done: examplesDave's Blow-out Cave, Buffalo Cave
map is lost. Who has the Comal Co.
files? They have been lost from the
TSS file cabinet - Please cont~ct
Bill Elliott if you know of their
whereabouts. Joe Sumbera will Edit
and lead a Hays County Survey over the
next years time. TSS publications are
on sale at all TSA functions - some
will soon be sold out forever.
B. Honey Creek Cave NOTICE: "Because of
problems beyond the control and not
the fault of the Texas caving community, Honey Creek Cave is closed
until further notice. The owner has
requested that until such notice is
given, cavers will please not call
seeking permission to enter the cave.
Since the owner, Mr. Gass, has provided Texas caving with one of its brightest stars of the last decade, we
should honor his request and communicate his decision to our fellow
cavers. Friendship is more important
than any cave." Gary A. Poole.
C. There will be a TSA Langtree Area
Micro-Project either the end of Feb.
or early March. Some of the Langtree
caves will be resurveyed. Mike Walsh
is coordinating this project - contact him for info. (2215 E. 51st St.,
Austin, 78723)
D. Please pay your registration fee to
the Cascade Caverns people. They
have been very kind to the TSA, and
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we sincerely thank them. John Spence
suggested, and it was approved
unanimously, to give them a copy of
Introduction to Texas Caves as a
token of our gratitude.
E. This year's TexasOldtimer'swillbe
held the Third weekend in Sept. No
site is picked as yet. If you have
any suggestions contact Mike Walsh or
Patricia Herrera.
F. We need a grotto to sponsor (or maybe
co-sponsor?) the annual TSA Conv. in
May. Jon Cradit is working on a site.
We are looking for a place with a
nice meeting hall for papers and
slides, preferably not too far from
a camping area. Please contact Jon
if you want to sponsor or know of a
good site. (PO Box 38, Martindale,
78655)
G. There will be a TSA Photo Salon this
year at the TSA Conv. Bill Elliott
is Chairman. The rules will be published in the Texas Caver. There will
be three categories: Open, Educa tional and Humor. A motion was made and
passed unanimously to donate $50
from the TSA funds for prizes.
6. NEW BUSINESS:
A. The El Paso rescue team says thanks!
We enjoyed our first TSA meeting.
B. A lengthy discussion was conducted
regarding policies and content of
the TEXAS CAVER. It was decided that
the TSA needs set guidelines regarding
TEXAS CAVER policy. The only references to the TEXAS CAVER in the TSA
Constitution are in the By-Laws:
"Article I Membership.
A. Membership in TSA consists of
Regular and Family Members.
1. A Regular Member has paid
$8.00 dues per current
calendar year and will
receive a subscription to
the TEXAS CAVER.
and
Article IV COMMITTEES
B. Standing committees are the
following: Publications, Conservation and Safety. Chairmen
of standing committees are
appointed by the TSA Chairman
and terms shall be concurrent
with those of TSA officers.
Corrnnittee chairmen may be
removed at any TSA meeting by
a favorable vote of three-

fourths of the members.
1. The Publications Committer
shall include at least t~
editors of TSA sponsored
caving publications. This
committee shall study the
needs of TSA members for
TSA- sponsored publicatioI
and shall recommend publi<
tion policies to TSA."
C. A motion was made by Mike Walsh ani
seconded by Jon Cradit to amend t ~
By-Laws. The following amendment
passed unanimously:
Article VII TEXAS CAVER
The TEXAS CAVER is the official
publication of the TSA and resp o ~
sibility for this publication r est
wi th the TSA membership. The memb er
ship shall elect an editor at t he
fall TSA business meeting annualh
and this editor shall assume ed i b
ship in January of the followin g
year.
D. It was noted that in the past the
TEXAS CAVER has had a poor track
record for the number of issues a ~
their coming out on time. James
Jasek was commended for his good
management regarding this past
problem. Many questions were raisa
however, regarding editing policy
and guidelines. It was reiterat ed
that there needs to be a closer tii
between the TSA and the TEXAS CA%
content.
7. The motion to adjourn passed unanimow
This copy of the minutes is submitt ~
to the membership of the TSA by Jocie
Hooper, Sec./Treas.

Quotes ...
Those who complain most are most to be
complained of.
Matthew Henry
The less men think, the more they tal k.
Montesquieu
The more corrupt the state, the more 10
Tacitus
The usual fortune of complaint is to
excite contempt more than pity.
Samuel Johnson
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To the Texas Cavers:
When I became Chairman of TSA, Gil Ediger
gave me some very good advice. He told me
not to take sides on controversial issues
because it would complicate problems by
its potential to cause factionalism and
bitterness. So for the next three years
I tried to maintain a relatively neutral
position at BOG meetings, playing the
role of mediator or devil's advocate. Now,
I am no longer bound by an office and will
comment freely on a few matters.
My primary concern is the Texas Caver.
I've heard that a new By-Law was passed at
the last TSA Meeting, to take a vote of
confidence on the Texas Caver at all future
meetings. If the vote fails, anyone
aspiring to the editorship may have it. I
beleive this is a very dangerous move.
For years now, all I've heard is bi tching
about the Texas Caver and on how poor an
editor James Jasek is. For years I've also
observed that those who did the most
bitching, made few - if any, contributions
to the TC. You've heard it all before
people, but it still needs to be said - the
Texas Caver, and the TSA for that matter,
are what you make of them. I hear people
complain about 'another Jasek photo on
the cover', but no one sends their own
photos in. I hear people complain about
the quality and content of articles and
reports, but few send in anything, let
alone anything better. I hear people
complain about the editing, yet have no
real knowledge of the problems, time and
energy involved.
James Jasek has become a convenient
scapegoat for all the shortcomings of the
Texas Caver. He is criticized for editing
articles. He is criticized for not editing
articles. He is chastised for 'wasting
space' in the TC, complaining too much
about lack of subscriptions and articles,
yet catches all the flak when he is forced
to print an issue of mediocre cave cartoons.
Overall, he is accused of everything from
generally poor editorship to the common
cold.
Part of the problem is that most Texas
Cavers haven't compared, or fairly
compared, the TC to most other caving
publications. The Texas Caver has been
rated as one of the highest quality caving
publications in the country. This quality
describes not only the printed paper, but
what's printed on it. The Texas Caver is
good - yes, it has its weak spots, weak

KICK BACK
Dear Mr. Jasek:
I greatly appreciated your sending me the
complimentary, February issue of the TEXAS
CAVER. I found it extremely interesting.
As it is, I have been caving now about a
year with the San Antonio Grotto and for
at least half that time, my mentor of caving, Randy Waters, has been trying to get
me to subscribe to the Caver. However, I
am by nature a procrastinator. Your free
issue was the final incentive for me to
subscribe. I was also wondering about something: do you print things in your magazine
like poetry, songs and such? If so, I
probably have quite a bit I could contribute. After all, caving is an inspiring
pastime and a thought provoker. Thanks
again for the free issue. I'm looking
forward to receiving my next copy of the
TEXAS CAVER.
Sincerely,
Joe Ivy
San Antonio, TX
Reply: Yes! By all means the TEXAS CAVER
is interested in poetry and song. Caving
is a very inspiring pastime, and poetry
and song is one of the ways to express
this caving feeling.
The Editor
Dear Editor:
Enclosed is $6 - $5 for TC subscription and
$1 for 27 (2). Been meaning to subscribe to
your fine publication, but it took mention
of the special mapping issue in GE02 to
finally spur me into action. Congrats and
thanks for your efforts, which support
high-quality speleology.
Toni Williams
Tampa, Florida
James:
I thoroughly enj oyed your February Vertical issue Part I - and I plan to steal
at least one of the articles for the NEWS.
I'm planning a caving ropes special issue
for summer '83.
Keep up the fine work.
Jay Arnold
NSS News Editor
Glendale, CA
Editor:
Tell your contingent that El Paso has the
leanest and meanest cavers in Texas.
Joe Orr
El Paso, TX
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issues, and lots of room for improvement,
but for the most part it is quite good.
Another part of the problem is the arrival
of Bill Mixon in Texas. Bill has a rather
outstanding record of editorship, work
with the Speleo Digest, and as a director
of the NSS. To my knowledge, Bill has made
no move to indicate that he wants the
Texas Caver, but since his arrival I noted
an abrupt rise in 'anti-Jasek' sentiments;
the commonly cliched feeling of the grass
being greener someplace else.
The vote of confidence in the TC is a
convenient way to get rid of an unpopular
editor, without one or two people having
to do the dirty work. Envision, though,
what might happen. A change like this
would be very humiliating for the outgoing editor. Considerable bitterness may
develop and the transition may not be very
smooth. Suppose the new edi tor can't hack
the work or is worse than the ousted
editor; I don't think there'll be much
luck in getting the previous editor back.
In this case it would be exceptionally
sad. The Texas Caver was dead and the TSA,
near., dead, when James Jasek assumed
editorship. Largely through his efforts,
in soliciting articles and the timely
publishing of the Texas Caver, has the
TSA grown into the more cohesive and
active organization it is today. Seldom
has James received encouragement, thanks
or aid, and when he has, it was of ten only
as motivation to keep him active as
editor since 'nobody else will do it'. A
poor reward for one who has dedicated so
much time and effort to the betterment of
Texas Caving.
No, James Jasek is not a saint or the
best of all possible editors. He has
definite faults and has pissed me off a
couple of times too. What makes me sympathize with him is that, first, he is
my friend. In this vein, his greatest
fault is evident. By not attending many
of the TSA functions, James misses the
opportunity to meet many Texas cavers and
become their friend too. James is the
biggest selling point of the TC. Cavers
are more apt to subscribe and send
articles to a friendly face, rather than
to a name they never met. I also sympathize
with James because I edited the San
Antonio Grotto newsletter, for a while,
plus guest edited a couple of issues
of the Texas Caver. It takes a lot of
time and work. I couldn't imagine having

to do it every other month and consistantly
maintain the outstanding standards
demanded by the readers. Typos will sl~
by, editorial mistakes will be made, s~
people may miss some issues or entire
subscriptions will be lost (which may also
be the fault of the TSA sec/treas, since
dues include the TC). In other words,
there will always be something to bitch
about.
I could carryon like this indefinite~
but would like to end this overly long
letter with a few suggestions. First:
James, you should go out of your way to
attend all TSA functions and meetings. The
benefits to the TC and yourself, personallj
and as editor, are obvious. Second: tho~
of you who are complaining about the Texa ~
Caver, if you'd channel half the energy
you use in bitching towards something
positive like trip reports, maps, photo,
articles, cartoons, cave fiction, etc.,
you'd have nothing left to bitch about.
Criticism is not needed, but constructive
criticism is well appreciated. Thirdly:
more open communication is needed betwe,
the editorship and the readership. Both
sides must learn to be willing to lean
some in order to appreciate and understand the other's views.
The Feb. '83 issue was as excellent
example of what the TC can be. It was a
strong issue, not only due to the ' outstanding articles by Stone, Newell, Gihl
and Poole, but also due to an editor wh{
tries and cares enough about the TC, t~
he can solicit such articles to produce
i 'ssues like this one. Though some issue
may occasionally faulter, consider how
much work goes into this essentially on
man effort before complaining vehementl
When future votes of confidence arise a
the TSA Meetings, I hope cavers will do
more than just raise their hands in
symbolic approval and raise them hold in
some article or report to truly show
their support and confidence in the Tex
Caver.
George Veni
Bowling Green, ~
Dear Jim:
A couple of years ago, I and some ot~
Galveston cavers stopped at NSS Headquarters. Bill Torode, NSS Librarian,
told us that the TEXAS CAVER had the be!
layout of any of the regional publications.
David McAdoo
Galveston, TX
Cont. on p. 39
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pad. During the drilling, the operators
had run their raw sewage lines from their
trailers into the cave and had piled
trees and brush over the entrance upon
leaving. This cave was not entered despi te
rumors that it is quite extensive. Next
we drove to Talihina and visited the
virginal cavernous recesses of Bear Den
Cave. This cave was a fault fissure
approximately 1000 feet long with a 100
foot gradual drop. A boulder makes the
passage impassable at a Y and passage can
be seen on the other side. This is as far
as the cave has been traversed according
to Bill Puckette of Poteau, who mapped
that far in 1974. A good blow indicates
another entrance. A second trip will be
attempted with the proper tools to widen
passage. After enjoying the free hot
showers and cold restrooms at Robbers Cave
State Park, we drove to an Italian restaurant in Krebs. Massive quantities of
spaghetti, ravioli, salad, shrimp, lamb
fries, chicken, peppers and garlic toast
were consumed by all in attendance. We
then settled into th e van for a long drive
back to an obscure intersection some'1here
in Texas.

SOUTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA
Date: January 29, 1983
Cavers: John Brooks, Todd Wilson, Rob
Kolstad, Dave Fabry's group:
Victor Pyle, Dean Robertson, Scott
Balentine, Debbie Stanford, Jay &
Bonnie Haile.
Reported by: John Brooks

BOWDEN'S CAVE, ~~NLEY'S WATER HOLE, ROUND
ROCK CAVE, HINERAL I.,1ELLS, PALO PINTO CO.

As the sun rose on a cool Saturday morn
in :;January 1983, we found ourselves waiting at an obscure highway intersection near
Denton, Texas. When Dave Fabry and his
group of intrepid souls from Ft. Worth
arrived, we all piled into his van for an
excursion to vast caverns in southeastern
Oklahoma. The drive was uneventful except
for a palate pleasing breakfast of fluffy
croissants at a 'jaque in le boques' somewhere in the north. However a frenzied
excitement grew as we approached Limestone
Gap, OK. Dave pointed out some 'quality'
rocks for rappeling and a cave location on
the side of a limestone hill. As this cave
was endowed with a large quantity of cold
water at the time, we sped on to the
metropolis of Blanco, OK. A few miles south
of Blanco near the Indian Nation Tollway
is a series of caves. The first was a
group of small sinks at the base of a
cliff, connected by small fissure-like
passage. The cave termina ted wi th a tricky
exit over a stream. After playing in the
mud for a while, we hiked back to the van.
Another cave was located near a drilling

Dates: July, August, Nov., 1982
Cavers: Eric Spea rs and Jay Jorden
Reported by : Ja y Jorden
In conversations and correspondence with
former Dallas-Ft. l.,1orth Grotto member Noel
E. Sloan, it was indi cated that there were
caves in the Mineral Wells area. But Sloan
said he had no occasion during his residency in Dallas to check them out.
I resolved upon moving to the Metroplex
to make this an objective. Looking in a
Texas Old Timers list prepared by Keith
Heuss, I noticed one caver living in
Mineral Wel l s and phoned him. Spears said
that he knew of at least three caves in
the area, and had leads to others.
On the first trip, Spears showed off the
most accessible cave, which is loca ted off
US Highway 180 near a roadside park near
Palo Pinto. The cave is joint-controlled
and about 300 feet long, containing two
or more leads that need to be pushed.
Round Rock is basically undecorated, except
for some flowstone and popcorn. But it has
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high domed ceilings and some chimneying is
required.
The cave is located on the side of a cliff
about one-quarter mile from the road.
The second cave, Manley's Water Hole, is
located north of Mineral Wells. It is quite
close to a highway and power line. In fact,
the roar of automobiles can be heard at
one point inside it. It is vadose in nature
and carries a sizable amount of water
throughout its 1000 foot extent. A geological survey marker is riveted above the
entrance, but Spears says that the cave
has not been fully explored. It forks in
at least one place, and the water current
becomes quite strong.
Bowden's, the third cave, is located near
an abandoned quarry. It is constricted
about one hundred feet inside, but could be
pushed by chipping away at a rock or
blasting.
Spears said that he has other leads for
caves around the Possum Kingdom Lake area.
They need only to be pursued. The only
limitation is the number of cavers in the
Mineral Wells area - there's too much to
be done in the area.
Eri~, the NSS bat subconnnittee chairman,
has attended a Dallas-Ft. Worth grotto
meeting or two and is vitally interested
in the caves of his area. Thanks to Eric
and his wife, Pam, for their hospitality.

room. Later, a clerk at a convenience store
in Walnut Springs provided directions to
caves along the creek by the same name.
The instructions yielded two small shelter
caves.
The next day, our luck changed. We hike
along a rock outcropping west of Miner ~
Wells, and examined some small sinks along
its extent. Then, a privately owned parI
that was once opened by a local woman fc
the purpose of camping, hunting and fishin[
was visited. The park consists of stone
benches and picnic areas, beyond which i
a rickety old wooden bridge and acres cl
massive, fractured limestone blocks. At U
base of one of these was a stream resurgenCt
that blows warm air, formed along a fa u:
and bedding plane. We entered and found it
to be quite extensive. Another cave on the
waterline will have to be saved for a later
trip because it will require a swim inside,
More work will be reserved for a futu n
trip to the area.

GLEN ROSE, SOMERVILLE COUNTY, LOVER'S
RETREAT CAVE, PALO PINTO COUNTY, WALNUT
SPRINGS
The Dallas-Ft. Worth Grotto has start ~
up a grotto Newsletter called "La Madre
Grande de Oztotl". There is a very long
and drawn out story behind this lengthy
and complicated name, but for the time
being let's just say that because of
the fact that there have been several
cavers in Texas to use the word 'OZTOTL
in past years, and not to step on any t
they call their Newsletter the Grandmo t
of Oztotl. The editor is Jay Jorden, tl
associate editor is Joe Giddens - togeth
they are trying to pump life into the
Grotto. Jay uses his talents as a write
as seen from the many articles he has
written for the TEXAS CAVER, and Joe
contribu tes his Apple Computer to print
out the Newsletter and keep up with the
mailing list. They mailed out 70 copies
this Newsletter. There are many cavers
living in this cave-barren land of Dalla
and it is hoped this Newsletter will spuj
them back into the caves where they bel~

Date: Feb. 25, 26, 1983
Cavers: Eric Spears and Jay Jorden
Reported by: Jay Jorden
Armed with some information ·on cave leads,
Eric and I set out Friday morning for Glen
Rose and Walnut Springs. Eric had seen a
cave opening at the top of a hill south
of Glen Rose, so we drove out and checked
it out. On the way, we stopped to examine
a cave that had been mentioned to Eric by
a Mineral Wells resident, and loca ted near
Blue Hole, east of town. The entrance was
only accessible through a rappell from
above, since it was located on the side of
a cliff. An inspection showed that it was
only about ten feet long, so it was on to
Somerville and Hood counties to check out
the other leads.
The hike south of Glen Rose yielded one
small cave, which is to be surveyed and
mapped. The cave consisted of one small
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Dear editor:

31,1983

For the last six months you seem to have used your position as editor to antagonize your fellow cavers. And well done, I must say. Speaking as president of the infamous S\.oIT Grotto and as an involved participant of the "Bustamante Affair" I
would like to voice our feelingsfgT_ ~h~ . f.i~_s _~_ !im~ as to the way the Te xas
Caver has been treating this incident.
It started with the trip report in August that your wife wrote which says we
ttspent the better part of that Saturday night in the Bustamante jail." viell ,
I wouldn't consider that the ~etter part of a night, although it was better than
the earlier part. And I dontt know who spent any time in a jail, but it VIas
not us. Where we did go was to the City Hall, and we sat in the same room and hall
that was used in the past to sell tickets to the cave. There were no bars that
were visible. If you had talked to any of us we could have told yo u this, but
we were not talked to, instead the information came from, I guess, Terry Raines
and family. who ran as soon as they could and left us to our own. At that time,
after the situation had been resolved, we walked across the street and had a
refresco, then proceeded to look for Terry, knowing he would not have just left
II" in ~1exico, running off with all of our food, clothes, money, and legal papers.
We drove to the canyon; he wasn't there. We drove to the cave; he wasn't there.
We drove back out to the main highway; he wasn't there. That is when we finally
realized what he had done to us. Back in the states he told ~e he knew he had our
thinqs because he looked through it arid used my visa.
I would very much like to take each of the numerous articles concerning the issue
that have been published in the Te xas Caver and debate the authenticity of each
point , but that seems impractir.ill. Rut I vlOulrl like to point out that the trip
reports are full of mistruths reported by people who were not there and are
biased to start with.
And concerning the Te xas Caver, I am disappointed that so many articles have
been published from the one viewpoint and no attempt was ever made to get both
views from the people who were there, such-as in responsible journalism (e xcept
for Bill Russell's lone article that illustrates how ridiculous the whole thing is).
But what upsets me most is the constant (every issue for si x months now) insults
being directed to one grotto of your (fellow?) cavers. And the insults have been
getting worse with every issue, while we sit here and remain quiet not trying
tn rhurn the water.
But you don't seem to want it to die. Now with the December ' 82 issue you have
seen fit to add a color centerfold that is aimed directly at our Grotto as seen
by the SWT monogram on the shirt in the picture.
It also upsets me to see you using Te xas Caver money to print material whose sole
apparent purpose is to bolster your own ego and show us what a righteous "caver "
YOU are. I admit I am biased but I would rather have seen that time and energy
go to printing a fine cave map, "suitable for fra~inq," which
haven't had
for quite a while, or a poster that is not insultlng and offenSlve to one group,
rather onethat would tend to bring the Te xas cavers together to work together.
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